
Agenda # International Decade of  the World's Indigenous Peoples 

Madame Chair 
In its resolution 48/163, of  December 21st 1993, the General Assembly proclaimed the 
International Decade of  the World's Indigenous People. Furthermore, in the resolution 49/214 
ofDecember  23rd 1994, concerning the International Decade of  the World's Indigenous 
People, the General Assembly adopted the short-term program of  activities for  1995 set out in 
Annex II to the report of  the General Secretary (A/49/444) most of  which have been carried 
out. Finally in its resolution 50/157, 21.12.95, the General Assembly adopted the program of 
activities for  the International Decade of  the World's Indigenous People. 

Madam Chair 
Whilst all these resolutions are very good for  Indigenous Peoples, it is disheartening that funds 
to undertake the planned activities have not come by. This is the reason why short-term 
projects for  Indigenous Peoples have met obstacles. It is very unfortunate,  Madam Chair, and 
it is very discouraging to learn that there are insufficient  funds  to make an impact on the 
planned activities of  not only the Indigenous Decade but also other activities that have been 
severely crippled. 

What is most interesting about the chronic lack of  funds  is the knowledge, that a lot of  funds  in 
form  of  profits,  including natural resources, have and are still continuously flowing  from  the 
lands of  the Indigenous Peoples to the North, including natural resources. Multinational 
corporations of  the North, like an octopus, have a disproportionate amount of  investments 
everywhere in the South, reaping enormous profits  which seem to disappear, not being 
reinvested where they have been reaped. 

Madam Chair 
All these problems that effect  Indigenous Peoples and their institutions emanate from  the state 
of  political subjugation. It is true to say that the dignity of  Indigenous Peoples can only be 
restored by self-determination,  without which our political and development rights will just be 
a dream. Indigenous Peoples believe that it is better to have no food  to eat, to have diseases 
and other deficiencies  but to be free  rather than to be bound and still suffer  the same diseases 
which is a double tragedy for  the Indigenous Peoples. 

Madam Chair 
It appears that the Indigenous Decade for  the Indigenous Peoples as well as the Voluntary 
Fund for  Indigenous Peoples are primarily white elephants. If  the Center for  Human Rights is 
not able to begin with its activities what will then happen to the Indigenous Peoples ? It is not 
in keeping with good international etiquette for  the nation-state governments to pass 
resolutions that they cannot undertake on their part from  either the UN-Budget,annual 
contributions, nor contribute to the Voluntary Funds in question-thoIrpIaG^ We appeal to 
nation-state governments, multinational corporations which have reaped from  the I. P. natural> 
resources, Indigenous Peoples nation, well-wishers need to be tickled a little more by doing a 
good turn for  the Indigenous Peoples. 

„Madam Chair / / / / 
We might be accused/of  tcying to discourage disGeufse-oiier  the maiming of  activities so that 
when funds  are avajlableahen there are activities to undertake. In feet,  there were planned 
activities of  Indig?nou§/?eoples, the W.G.I.P. etc., that camo/be/mplçmented.^êptfn  our 



eyes there are good apples in the case of  a few  nation-states and NGOs that have already made 
contributions, and to these we wish to pass our heartfelt  gratitude for  showing the others the 
way. These are Canada, New Zealand, Netherlands, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
Commission and others. We appeal to those who passed the resolution in the General 
Assembly to match their oratory with action, for  it is only then that the Indigenous Peoples will 
be considered a really needy peoples. 

Madam Chair 
In Conclusion we-wish to thank all those other nation-states, NGOs and well-wishers who may 
by now have made good the General Assembly resolutions and all those others who have 
planned or are planning to do so and for  those who have not planned to make contributions, 
we appeal that they reconsider their position as the regular UN-Budget allocation to the 
Commission on Human Rights is too little to meet the Centers obligations and fulfill  its 
mandate 

Thank you Madam Chair 


